We elucidate that the phase diagram of massless N -flavor QCD under ZN flavor-twisted boundary condition (massless ZN -QCD) is constrained by an 't Hooft anomaly involving two-form gauge fields. As a consequence, massless ZN -QCD turns out to realize persistent order at any temperatures and quark chemical potentials, namely, the symmetric and gapped phase is strictly forbidden. This is the first result on the finite-(T, µ) phase diagram in QCD-type theories based on anomaly matching related to center and discrete axial symmetries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional wisdom of classical statistical physics tells us that different phases of matter are distinguished by different patterns of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). This idea develops Ginzburg-Landau effective theory [1, 2] and gives a useful guideline to understand nature of various matters. For quantum field theories (QFTs), however, the Ginzburg-Landau description is not always a good starting point especially when QFTs have an 't Hooft anomaly [3] [4] [5] . This is because the anomaly matching argument rules out the symmetric and gapped phase, which we call the trivial phase. Necessity of beyond-Ginzburg-Landau description has also been clarified, for instance, by Haldane conjecture [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , deconfined quantum criticality [11] [12] [13] , in condensed matter physics. Recent development about QFTs suggests that the absence of trivial phase is closely related to the existence of 't Hooft anomaly, and many quantum systems are reconsidered from this viewpoint .
In this paper, we claim that quantum chromodynamics (QCD) should also be added to the list of quantum systems that require the beyond-Ginzburg-Landau treatment. QCD is the fundamental law of strong interaction, thus it can provide the first-principle calculation of finite-density nuclear matters, which is an important subject to understand, for instance, the interior of neutron stars [37] [38] [39] . Because of the notorious sign problem, however, no ab initio lattice QCD simulation is yet available at finite quark chemical potentials [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
We consider massless N -flavor QCD with color N in four dimensions, which has the vector-like continuous symmetry and discrete axial symmetry, and we show by an explicit calculation that there is a mixed 't Hooft anomaly between those symmetries. Imposing the flavortwisted boundary condition in the compactified direction so that the Z N center symmetry appears (as known as Z N -QCD [33, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] ), the above mixed anomaly turns out to survive at any temperatures and quark chemical potentials. Anomaly matching precludes existence of the trivial phase for massless Z N -QCD. We discuss consistency of our result with previous studies, and argue its implications to the phase diagram of massless Z N -QCD.
II. ANOMALY MATCHING OF MASSLESS ZN -QCD
We first compute an 't Hooft anomaly of massless Nflavor QCD in four dimensions, and derive the anomaly of massless Z N -QCD using the technique given in [33] .
a. Massless N -flavor QCD and 't Hooft anomaly We consider four-dimensional SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory with N massless Dirac fermions in the fundamental representation, i.e. massless QCD with N c = N f = N . We discriminate the color and flavor SU (N ) groups by denoting them as SU (N ) c and SU (N ) f , respectively. SU (N ) c gauge field is denoted as a, and the field strength is given by G c = da + ia ∧ a. We represent the Dirac field q = (q cf ) c,f =1,...,N as an N × N matrix-valued Grassmannian variable, on which SU (N ) c × SU (N ) f acts as a bifundamental representation:
The classical action of this theory is given by
where tr c and tr f denote the trace operation in color and flavor spaces, respectively, and D(a) = d + ia is the covariant derivative.
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We pay attention to the vector-like symmetry,
and the anomaly free subgroup of U (1) axial symmetry, (Z 2N ) axial . We shall explain details of these symmetries. The quark field q is in the representation of vector-like
However, there are two Z N subgroups that do not change q. One is generated by (ω, 1,
2πi/N ), and we denote it as (Z N ) c-q . The another is generated by (1, ω, ω) ∈ SU (N ) c × SU (N ) f × U (1) q , and we denote it as (Z N ) f-q . We thus regard (2) as a symmetry with faithful representations.
For massless quark field q, there is the axial U (1) symmetry, q → e iαγ5 q, for the classical action (1), but the fermion functional integration measure DqDq is changed as DqDq → DqDq exp i2α [55, 56] . Only if α is quantized to 2π/(2N ), does this transformation become symmetry of N -flavor massless QCD. This is the (Z 2N ) axial symmetry.
In order to detect the mixed 't Hooft anomaly between the vector-like symmetry (2) and (Z 2N ) axial , we introduce the background gauge fields for the vector-like symmetry. Background gauge fields consist of following ingredients:
Z N two-form gauge field B may require an explanation: We realize it as a pair of U (1) two-form gauge field B and U (1) one-form gauge field C with the constraint N B = dC. It generates a Z N one-form symmetry transformation acting on Wilson line operators [57] , which arises after gauging SU (N ) f × U (1) q [24, 28, 32, 33] . Introducing the two-form gauge fields B c and B f , the SU (N ) c,f gauge connections are once promoted to U (N ) gauge connections [58] ,
The covariant derivative is replaced as
by the minimal coupling procedure. More explicitly,
(4) must be regarded as a short-hand notation of (5), where the repeated indices are summed.
With this setup, we consider the partition function under these background gauge fields,
Applying the (Z 2N ) axial transformation, we can compute the change of the partition function,
The 't Hooft anomaly A again comes from the change of the fermion measure DqDq, and Fujikawa method gives
with
. tr c,f denotes the trace operation over both color and flavor spaces. The explicit computation shows that
We obtain from (7) and (8) that (modulo 2π)
Since A is nontrivial, there is a mixed 't Hooft anomaly between the vector-like symmetry (2) and (Z 2N ) axial for four-dimensional massless N -flavor QCD. b. Massless Z N -QCD and 't Hooft anomaly We perform the circle compactification of size L and put the boundary condition on the quark field as
where (ω = e 2πi/N , −π < φ ≤ π, and µ ∈ R)
Here, µ is the quark chemical potential. This theory is called Z N -QCD and denote its partition function as Z Ω [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Although the twisted boundary condition is imposed, we call T ≡ L −1 a temperature of massless Z N -QCD. By performing the gauge transformation, we can express this symmetry-twisted partition function as
where H is the QCD Hamiltonian, H is the QCD Hilbert space,
is the quark number of flavor f , and Q = f Q f is the total quark number (For simplicity of the expression, we set φ = π). This twisted boundary condition plays an essential role for the existence of 't Hooft anomaly in the S 1 -compactified theory [33] . The same boundary condition is also important for the large-N volume independence of CP N −1 model [33, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] .
We first describe the symmetry of massless Z N -QCD as three-dimensional QFT. There are three symmetries of importance, (Z N ) shift,c-q , (U (1)
better to regard Ω as the background holonomy of vectorlike symmetry along the compactified direction,
We consider the (Z N ) shift transformation defined by
Under this transformation, the boundary condition (10) is changed as
To maintain the boundary condition, we combine the (Z N ) c-q zero-form and (Z N ) shift transformations, and we define the (Z N ) shift,c-q symmetry [33, 54] ,
where Φ := P exp i S 1 a is the color Polyakov loop. The vector-like symmetry must commute with the matrix Ω defining the boundary condition, and the symmetry (2) is explicitly broken to its maximal Abelian subgroup, (U (1)
Introducing the three-dimensional background gauge fields for (Z N ) shift,c-q and (U (1)
, we obtain the following two-form gauge fields by use of the four-dimensional language [33] ,
c , B f = B
f .
Here, B
(1) c is a one-form gauge field for (Z N ) shift,c-q zeroform symmetry in three dimensions, and B (2) c,f are twoform gauge fields for (Z N ) c-q,f-q one-form symmetries, respectively, also in three dimensions. Substituting it into the four-dimensional anomaly (9), we obtain the anomaly for massless Z N -QCD:
This gives the mixed 't Hooft anomaly of massless Z N -QCD among (Z N ) shift,c-q , (U (1)
, and (Z 2N ) axial , for any N ≥ 2. To match the anomaly, phase diagram of massless Z N -QCD must realize the persistent order at any temperatures L −1 and quark chemical potentials µ: The trivial phase is strictly excluded by the anomaly matching condition.
III. PHASE STRUCTURE OF MASSLESS ZN -QCD
In certain limits of T = L −1 and µ, the phase structure of massless Z N -QCD is calculable, and thus we can check how the anomaly matching is satisfied in those limits. We consider high temperature or large chemical potential as a limit where the reliable perturbative calculations are available. We also note that the lattice simulation [50] suggests that at large-L and small-µ region the anomaly (18) is matched by SSB of (Z 2N ) axial → Z 2 . Since this naturally breaks the continuous chiral symmetry by developing quark bilinear condensate, this is also consistent with an 't Hooft anomaly of continuous chiral symmetry [3] at L = ∞ and µ = 0.
a. High temperature limit At small L and µ = 0, we compute the one-loop effective potential of the color Polyakov loop Φ [64, 65] . Gluon contribution is
Quark contribution (at µ = 0) is
Gluon contribution is V gl = O(N 2 ), while the quark contribution is V qk = O(N −2 ) [54] . Therefore, the hightemperature behavior of Z N -QCD is essentially determined by the gluonic contribution. (Z N ) shift,c-q is spontaneously broken, and the vacuum is Φ ∝ 1 N . The 't Hooft anomaly (18) is matched by SSB of (Z N ) shift,c-q . Strictly speaking, this perturbative argument is subtle because the three-dimensional effective theory is a strongly-coupled gauge theory, but the above observation is consistent with lattice simulation [50] .
This argument at high temperatures is valid at any U (1) phase φ in Ω, but we would like to comment that the (Z N ) shift,c-q symmetry is enhanced to Z N Z 2 when φ is quantized to π/N although this does not give new anomalies. When the flavor-independent boundary condition is set instead of the flavor-twisted boundary condition, no center symmetry exists at generic φ but a Z 2 subgroup of Z N Z 2 becomes a symmetry when φ ∈ (π/N )Z, which derives a mixed 't Hooft anomaly with other symmetries when local counterterms cannot cancel it [28] . This gives an underlying reason for Roberge-Weiss phase transition [66] . In our case, SSB occurs as Z N Z 2 → Z 2 , which is consistent with the absence of new anomalies.
b. High density limit In a large-µ limit, it is widely expected that color superconductivity appears [37] . In the following discussion, we set N = 3. To discuss color superconductivity, we first prepare gauge "non"-invariant scalar and pseudo-scalar diquark operators (N = 3),
Since these are not gauge-invariant, this analysis makes sense only at weak coupling but they are useful for Higgs phenomena. (Z 2N ) axial rotates ∆ and ∆ by an angle 2π/N , and thus it is completely broken down to Z 2 if ∆ or ∆ gets expectation value. Below, we only use the scalar condensate ∆ via an appropriate rotation of (Z 2N ) axial .
At sufficiently large µ and small temperatures, we expect to have ∆ cf = ∆ CFL δ cf , which is called colorflavor locking (CFL) [37] . In this phase, the Higgs phenomenon with fundamental scalars occurs and all gluons become massive, which is why weak-coupling analysis is applicable. Let us combine it with the analysis of anomaly matching in order to speculate physics in the strongly-coupled regime. For that purpose, it is important to identify the pattern of SSB by gaugeinvariant order parameters [54] : ∆ † ∆ ∼ (qq)qq and ε c1c2c3 ∆ c1f1 ∆ c2f2 ∆ c3f2 ∼ (qq) 3 . The latter clearly breaks U (1) B ≡ U (1) q /(Z N ) c-q → Z 2 , which is the superfluid phase. As we have already discussed, the diquark condensate also breaks (Z 2N ) axial . Indeed, this is required by anomaly matching because we can obtain the anomaly (9) without gauging U (1) q symmetry by setting B c = B f when N ≥ 3 [33] . In CFL phase, (Z N ) shift,c-q is unbroken. We remark that the anomaly is also consistent with another possibility of CFL-like phase, where three diquark condensates have distinct values and (Z N ) shift,c-q is broken [51] .
It is also expected from the analysis of effective models [51] that the two-flavor pairing phase (2SC) or the uflavor pairing phase (uSC) exist at large-µ regions. These phases are characterized by ∆ cf = ∆ 2SC δ c,3 δ f, 3 and by ∆ cf = ∆ uSC (δ c,2 δ f,2 + δ c,3 δ f,3 ), respectively. In uSC phase, all gluons become massive, while there are SU (2) massless gluons in 2SC phase and perturbative computations are useless in 2SC phase. In these phases, the (Z N ) shift,c-q is spontaneously broken due to the asymmetric diquark condensates in addition to the breaking of (Z 2N ) axial , while U (1) B is unbroken 1 due to (qq)
This is again consistent with anomaly matching. c. Phase structure of massless Z 3 -QCD In the known phases discussed above, U (1)
is always unbroken. From the viewpoint of anomaly matching, there is no reason to rule out SSB of U (1)
is unbroken everywhere, we can derive an inequality between the "deconfinement" temperature T deconf , above which (Z N ) shift,c-q is broken, and the chiral restoration temperature T chiral , above which (Z 2N ) axial is unbroken [23, 26, 28] : When N ≥ 3, for any µ
Under this assumption, the anomaly matching requires that the discrete axial symmetry (Z 2N ) axial must be spontaneously broken at low temperatures, which automatically requires SSB of continuous axial symmetry
We schematically show finite-(T, µ) phase diagrams of massless Z 3 -QCD in Fig. 1 . In the strongly-coupled region, not much is known about massless Z N -QCD, and we present just two possible scenarios that are consistent with anomaly. It is an interesting and testable question whether the inequality (22) at µ = 0 is saturated or not for lattice QCD simulation. It is notable that the symmetric and gapped phase cannot appear, although such phases were observed in the study based on the effective model [51] . The appearance of forbidden phases is generic when Ginzburg-Landau-type effective approach is used for QFT with an 't Hooft anomaly.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we for the first time put the anomalymatching constraint related to center and (Z 2N ) axial symmetries on the finite-(T, µ) phase diagram of the Nflavor SU (N ) gauge theory under the Z N flavor-twisted boundary condition. We first derived the mixed 't Hooft anomaly (9) of massless N -flavor QCD between vector-like continuous symmetry and (Z 2N ) axial . Using this anomaly, we showed that massless Z N -QCD also has the 't Hooft anomaly (18) among (Z N ) shift,c-q , maximal Abelian subgroup of vector-like symmetry, and (Z 2N ) axial . The anomaly matching argument shows that the phase diagram of massless Z N -QCD realizes a persistent order, i.e., the trivial phase cannot appear at any temperatures T and any quark chemical potentials µ. This is the rigorous result on N -flavor massless QCD, and it can be found by considering the thermal expectation value of the operator given in (12) .
As a consistency check, we compare this result with the known results about Z N -QCD. At low temperatures and low densities, the lattice simulation shows that discrete axial symmetry is spontaneously broken by the quark bilinear condensate. At sufficiently high temperatures and low densities, one-loop effective potential of the Polyakov loop breaks the intertwined center symmetry (Z N ) shift,c-q , which is also confirmed by the lattice simulation. At low temperatures and sufficiently high densities, it is widely believed that the CFL phase appears, which breaks U (1) B and (Z 2N ) axial . The 2SC or uSC phases are also observed in the effective model analysis, which breaks (Z N ) shift,c-q as well as (Z 2N ) axial . In all these cases, SSB occurs so that 't Hooft anomaly matching is satisfied. We further predict that Z N -QCD must have nontrivial phase, such as SSB, conformal behavior, or topological order, even in the region where the system is strongly coupled and lattice simulation suffers from the sign problem. We present two examples of phase diagrams consistent with anomaly matching.
We would also like to comment some speculative remarks on the N -flavor QCD phase diagram with the thermal boundary condition in the zero-temperature limit. Since our derivation of anomaly has the four-dimensional origin, the anomaly matching argument is valid however large the size L of compactification is. By taking the zero-temperature limit, we expect that the effect of boundary condition would disappear. If the vectorlike flavor symmetry is unbroken, it is indeed reasonable to argue that the effect of flavor-dependence in the boundary condition disappears. Under this assumption, anomaly matching argument claims that finite-density massless N -flavor QCD shows nontrivial phase at any quark chemical potentials in the zero-temperature limit. This result also implies SSB of continuous axial symme-
This gives the phenomenological impact on cold dense 3-flavor massless QCD, because the possible chiral symmetry breaking is restricted even at finite densities [67, 68] . We can check that this is indeed the case at least for small µ and also for sufficiently large µ in the zero-temperature limits, where the anomaly is satisfied by SSB of discrete axial symmetry. At the zero temperature, anomaly matching for continuous chiral symmetry is also available [69, 70] , and we can obtain further constraints on possible dynamics in cold dense QCD. While completing the draft of this paper, the authors were notified that a paper on S 1 -compactified QCD with some related aspects will appear [35] . The authors thank A. Cherman and M.Ünsal for sharing the unpublished manuscript.
